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Q1

Please provide the name and title of the nominee.

Name Emily Bishop

Title Advanced Level 6 Dispatcher

Company COPS Monitoring

Email Emilybishop0817@yahoo.com

Phone 443-756-1750

Q2

How long has this nominee been employed by your organization?

8 Years

Q3

What has been the nominee's progression of positions within your organization over the course of his/her tenure?

Emily started with COPS as an entry level dispatcher in our Maryland monitoring center.  She progressed through our proprietary 6 
Level Gradation program earning her the status as an Advanced Level 6 dispatcher, which she had been able to maintain for the past 
6.5 years.

Q4

How long has the nominee served in his/her current position?

8 years: at increasing levels of dispatcher
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Q5

What is the nominee's experience, both within your organization and in the security industry?

Emily's entire security industry career has been with COPS (8 years total).

Q6

What is the nominee's industry education, job-specific education and training, and industry certifications?

In addition to being TMA Certified, Emily successfully mastered our rigorous 18-Month 6 Level Gradation training program that 
consisted of continual training and testing for her first 18-months of employment.  Thereafter, Emily has received quarterly training on 
customer service, SOP procedures, disaster preparedness, and other required skills to ensure she can deliver the highest quality 
services when it matters most.

Q7

Describe the nominee's current areas of responsibility.

Emily handles high priority signals where she is responsible for video verification, two-way alarm notifications, and elevator signals. 
She has also been certified to answer inbound calls to assist dealers and customers on a wide range of situations.

Q8

Describe the nominee's performance level, generally, on the job.

Emily has been nominated multiple times for our Chairman's Award for Excellence for being a lifeline for our subscribers. During her 
performance reviews she receives high scores for her customer service and ability to assist our customers/dealers at a high level.

Q9

Provide three examples of how the nominee demonstrates that he/she is a team player on the job.

1) Emily is always willing to adjust her schedule to accommodate the needs of her teammates, and of the company. 2) Emily is also 
first to volunteer for overtime when it's available.  3) Emily has also stepped up into the role of Supervisor when the pandemic affected 
our supervisor staff.

Q10

Has the nominee ever been promoted? Provide details.

Yes. We consider graduation through our 6 Level Gradation program to be promotions as each level comes with more responsibility 
and compensation.  Moreover, she must be reviewed and re-certified on a regular basis to maintain her Advanced Level 6 status.
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Q11

Describe an exemplary call during which someone's life and/or property were saved due to the actions of the nominee.
How did the nominee make a difference in that dispatch?

As we all know, many alarm dispatch calls are relatively uneventful. Nevertheless, dispatchers need to remain vigilant, so they're 
prepared when customers need us to be their lifeline. During a "routine" alarm verification call in 2021, Emily found herself on the 
phone with a terrified subscriber who was in the middle of a gun fight in her own home. Because of her clear head and calm and 
comforting demeanor, Emily was able to get the customer to focus on the sound of her voice and gave her instructions to get to a safe 
place in her home. As Emily heard gunshots ring out over the phone, she also heard shattered glass as a bullet came through the 
window in the room where the customer was taking cover. By summoning the help of a second dispatcher, Emily coordinated real time 
updates to authorities as she continued to keep the customer focused on her and reassuring her that help was on the way. Emily 
remained on the phone with the customer, keeping her calm and hidden away until the authorities arrived to secure her home from any 
further danger. Regretfully, the events of this day claimed the lives of three people, but thanks to Emily's clear and decisive actions as 
this customer's human lifeline, she may very well have saved her life that day.

Q12

In what ways does the nominee help to boost morale within the Monitoring Center?

Emily's exceptional work ethic and leadership by example is on display each day she reports to work. She is always kind, considerate, 
and passionate about being a lifeline to customers. She supports her team members by volunteering to change her schedule and by 
working overtime if asked, helping other dispatchers with questions, and is always willing to lend a hand. She takes pride in helping our 
customers whether it's a common alarm or a lifeline situation. She works at a level that others strive to be at which helps promote a 
culture of positivity.

Q13

Please describe any other information the judges should know about this nominee.

We've been lucky to have Emily as a part of our organization for the past 8 years. She is very considerate of her co-workers and our 
valued customers. She has received top Chairman's Award honors two years in a row for helping many of our customers by being a 
lifeline in their time of need. The bar is very high to earn the top Chairman's Award because it requires a body of work throughout the 
year. Earning top two years in a row is truly a rare accomplishment (see question 14).
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Q14

Why does this nominee deserve to win the TMA Monitoring Center Operator of the Year award?Provide examples of
when this person went beyond normal expectations to provide exceptional customer service.

Decades ago, our Chairman launched the Chairman's Award for Excellence to recognize employees who consistently go above and 
beyond the call of duty taking care of dealers, end-users, co-workers, and our company.  Each year, our supervisors, managers, and 
co-workers make hundreds of nominations for consideration of acts that meet the program criteria. We pay tribute to three employees 
are annually (and some honorable mentions), but only one can win the highest honor of Chairman's Award Winner. Top honors (and the 
large cash bonus) cannot be achieved with just a single act. Instead, the winning team member must have a body of work of going 
above and beyond throughout the year.  It's a high bar, to say the least.

Emily performs at such an exemplary level as evidenced, not only by earning the highest honor in 2021, but also by earning the 
distinction 2 YEARS IN A ROW. She continually delivers exceptionally high-quality service day and day out.  Emily also has a keen 
sense of when she needs to step in to guide customers in the best interest of their safety and security.  In addition to her life-saving 
act mentioned above, in 2021 Emily also saved a customer's premises from intrusion.  Despite the news that there was a person on 
premises that we saw on video verification, the customer wanted to cancel the alarm. Emily was able to convince the customer not to 
cancel, which resulted in a thwarted burglary. Similar to the shootout incident we highlighted earlier, Emily was also a lifeline to several 
people as she kept a customer on the phone and calm while she dispatched EMS in the aftermath of a car that drove through a 
building injuring several occupants. Emily was also confronted with an emergency call with 10 people stuck in an elevator. It was clear 
to Emily that chaos was already ensuing as she could hear shouting and panicked arguing. As she always does, Emily took control of 
the situation, was able to calm and settle the frightened people, and then assigned a point person to speak for the group while she 
dispatched help to get them out of the elevator.  All these situations demonstrate Emily's cool, calm demeanor and how she 
exemplifies the values of our industry.

Q15
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